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TRADE RESEARCH CENTER 

Least-Cost Cheap-Food Policies: 
Some Implications of International Food Aid 

Abstract 

Many low-income countries pursue cheap-food policies in which consumers pay 
· subsidized prices for bread, rice, and other staples. This paper addresses the issue 
. of why different governments select different food· subsidy policies, using 
multiple instruments rather than a simple across-the-board subsidy to provide 
consumers with acces.s to cheap food. It examines the optimal structure ofcheap
food policies in the context of a partial equilibrium model in which the country 
may be large in trade, and is able to combine import subsidies or tariffs, and 
output taxes or subsidies, to transfer income to consumers through the market. 
The model allows for a marginal opportunity cost of government revenues greater 
than one dollar. In addition, in the model, food aid from overseas either may be 
given away to the consumer, or given to .the government for subsequent sale in the 
domestic market. The results indicate that only by happenstance will a country 
choose to use a pure consumption subsidy or a pure import subsidy to transfer 
income to consumers. In addition, an increase in international food aid does not 
necessarily lead the government to reduce producer and consumer prices for a 
commodity. 

Key Words: consumer subsidies, endogenous policy, food aid, political economy. 

JEL Classification Codes: F35, Q18, Q17 



LEAST-COST CHEAP-FOOD POLICIES ... 

1. Introduction 

In many less-developed countries the problem of severe absolute poverty is likely to become more 

serious in the next ten years (e.g., Missiaen, Shapouri, and Trostle). The sources oft~e problem are 

diverse-including war, drought, inappropriate agricultural policies; lack of physical anQ intellectual 

iri:frastructure, and high birth rates (Shaw). An increase in the numbers of families enduring severe 

poverty could give rise to a substantial increase in malnutrition. Increased concerns about this 

possibility have led to a resurgence of interest over the past few years in both domestic policies 

targeted toward alleviating hunger, and the potential role of food aid from developed countries. 

Farm interest groups in North America and Europe are also likely to regain interest in food-aid 

programs as traditional income transfer programs benefitting farmers in those regions are curtailed. 

This paper examines the determinants of optimal food subsidy policies and, in particular, the links 

between those policies, the amount and form of international food aid, and domestic food 

consumption. 

Historically, many low.,.income countries have pursued cheap-food policies that subsidize . 

prices paid by consumers for flour, bread, rice and other staples. 1 These policies have taken different 

form-s, but they inevitably involve burdens on domestic taxpayers, domestic producers of the 

subsidized commodity, or both. ·According to the standard textbook analysis, a simple across-the-

. . 

. I The COSt Of Cheap, food policieS aS a Share Of total public expenditur~S, Of even as a Share of grOSS domestiC 
product (GDP) can be substantial (e.g., Scobie). For instance, in 1980-1981, Egyptian food subsidies were 20 
percent of total public expeni:iitures and seven percent ofGDP (Alderman, von Braun, and Sakr). In the late 1970si 
Sri Lankan food subsidies amounted to about 14 percent of total public expenditure and six percent of gross national 
product (GNP), while similar subsidies hi India and Bangladesh represented, respectively, about nine percent and 
between 15 and 26 percent of public expenditures (Ahmed). Also in the late 1970s, the direct costs of China's food 
subsidies were reported to amount to between 23 and 26 percent of government .revenue (Lardy). 
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board per unit subsidy on all consumption funded by general tax revenues is the optimal (social cost-

minimizing) way to subsidize· consumers (e.g., Carden). In practice, pure consumption subsidies 

are rarely used. Food subsidies for low-income households through price discrimination have relied 
. . ' 

on targeting and food stamp programs, while rationing schemes (in particular, through cheap-:food 

sales in ration shops) have been used to deal with limits on the availability of subsidized food. 2 

Policy instruments and subsidy rates have differed across countries and, within countries, 

also have changed over time. Consumption subsidies are often used in conjunction with other 

policies. This paper explicitly addresses the issue of why different governments select different 

general food consumption policies and, in addition, why multiple policy instruments are often 

chosen in preference to a simple across-the-board subsidy to provide consumers with access to cheap 

food. Our approach follows the literature on efficient income redistribution through commodity 

markets.3 

Recently, Hoffman, Gardner, Just, and Rueth (HGJH) considered the implications of food 

aid to developing countries for the recipient country's optimal food subsidy program.4 However, 

they assumed (a) the world price is exogenous {i.e., a small-country case), (b) the aid recipient 

country;s government uses only one policy instrument-. animport subsidy-to transfer income to 

2 Pinstrup-Andersen (p. 6) has identified many of the different forms of consumption subsidies used over the 
past four decades. 

3 Following Becker and Peltzman, (1983) the issue of efficient market-based income transfer policies has been 
addressed in several studies of domestic and trade policies that enhance agricultural producer incomes. Examples 
include Alston and Hurd; Alston, Carter, and Smith (1993, 1995); Chambers (1995); Bullock (1992, 1994, 1995); · 
Gardner (1983, 1995); Gisser; Moschini and Sckokai; and Salhofer. -

4 The amount and form of international food aid may, conversely, be affected by domestic policies. Indeed, in 
the past some forms of international aid have been explicitly contingent on domestic policy. Throughout this paper, 
the form and amount of aid are treated as-strictly exogenous. · 
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consumers, arid(c) all international food::aidfood is given to consl1Ii1ers atzero c()st: This paper 
. . . ' . . . . 

reexamines theoptimalstructureofcheap-foodpolicies in the contextofa partial equilibrium model 
~ .. . . . 

in which (q) the world price may be endogenous (i.e.,· a large-countrycase), (b) the countryjs able 

. . . . 
to. combine multiple instruments-.. import subsidies or tariffs, and output. taxes. or subsidies-to 

transfer income to consumers through the market, and (c) food·aid may be provided as either gifts 

to consumers or gifts to the government for subsequent sale to consumers. Some ·important 

differences in results emergefrom using a more general set ofassumptions. 

2. Import Subsidies versus Consumption Subsidies: 
A Graphical Illustration 

In standard textbook models of domestic commodity subsidies, subsidies on total consumption of 

an importable comrtlodity. are alwayspreferredto import subsidies because they impose lower 

efficiency costs on taxpayers .and producers. These models, however,· assume that· the. opportunity 

cost ofgovernmentspendingis simply the amount of tax revenue spent. Changing this assumption 

has important implications for least-cost instrument choices. In this section; a simple diagrammatic 

model is presented to show conditions under which, given an all-or-:-nothirig choice betweena pure 
. . : . . . -.' ', . . 

consumption subsidy and at1import subsidy, the import subsidy will be preferred because of the 

efficiency costs • associated with raising tax revenues. 

Tax revenue collections impose two types of costs on private economic agents: (a) out-of-
: . ~. ' ' . . ' . . . . ' 

pocket costs incurred by taxpayers, .and (b) additional costs to private economic agents and the 

treasury, including revenue collection costs and costs of distortions in marl<ets affected by tax policy.· 

In addition, from the perspective of the government, increasing taxrevenues also may have costs 
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in the form of lost votes and other forms of political support. At the margin, all of these types of 

costs may be important. Hence, the change in taxpayer surplus (TS) associated with changes in· 

government spending is measured by the change in government revenue or treasury costs (TC) 

multiplied by a factor (1 + o) that reflects both the marginal deadweight cost oftaxati()n and any 

additional "political" costs perceived by the government to be associated with raising taxes (that is, 

o ;,: 0). At the margin, therefore, a dollar of government spending involves an opportunity cost of 

(1 + o) dollars of taxpayer welfare. For developed countries such as the United States and Australia, 

plausible estimates of such marginal deadweight costs from distortions in taxed markets range from 

·about 7 to 23 cents (Fullerton; Findlay and Jones). In some developing countries, the costs of 

taxation may be even larger because of more burdensome tax structures and higher tax collection 

costs. 

Figure 1 presents a partial equilibrium model of the market for an importable food 

commodity, which includes a domestic demand function (D), a total supply function (S1), and a 

domestic supply function (Sd), where S1 is the sum of the domestic supply function and the import 

supply function (Sm), which is not explicitly shown. Competitive market clearing occurs at price P0, 

and total consumption C0 equals the sum of domestic production Q0 and imports Mo. An across-the

board per unit consumption subsidy of Tc increases consumption to C1 by lowering the consumer 

price to P c· The subsidy raises both the domestic producer price and the import price to P P 

increasing domestic production to Q1 and imports to M1• Domestic producer surplus increases by 

area PP abP0 = MS; domestic consumer surplus increases by area P0 cdPc = 11CS; foreign net surplus 

increases by area abce = 11FS; and taxpayer surplus (TS) falls by (1 + o) times the subsidy 

expenditure, which is area PP edPc [i.e., 11TS = -(1 + o)( PP edPc)]. The net change in domestic 

.. 
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. welfare ·is WS= !J.CS + ill'S +. ATS= ,-[cde] - [abce] - o[PP edP c;]. tiuis, .the n~t dom~stic cost of 

. a subsidy equ~ls the sum of (a) the conventionql measure oftheglobai weifar{;! loss (triangle cde ), 
. . . ; . . ' . ' . . ·~ 

(b) the foreign; benefit, a.fid · (c) the ekces~·bt.rrden associa:t~d With r~fsfng re\1en1-1e~ frbrn taipayers 
: .. .. 

to finance transfers . 

Figure 1: Effects. tiraConsumpflonSubsidy in a Large Importing CQuntry . 

"~· ·, 

' ... ·' 

v I 
- 1- - :l. ~ - -. -:-: -1 ...., - ..,..: - . 

I. · I . 

: .. 

. , . I 'I 

. Comparing the effects of a consumptionsubsidy and ~ import stibsidy that has e~qi~alent effects 
. . .· . : ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .. . . 

. on .consumer weifare reqtiir~s 1hatt~tal domestic co~sumpti()n 'cl arid the C011SIDner price Pe be 

i<Jehti~al under b~th policies~: The differences in welfare effects between· corisumption and.imp~rt 

. subsidies then. result from. differemces· in government outlays and the . somcitig of consumption 
. . . . . . . . ' ' . . 

:. ,._ . -;,, /. 

between domestic andforeignproducers~ These differeD.ces are illush-ated in figUre 2, where· 
·:. 

consumption-subsidy-ridden price~(Pe,Pp) and quantities {Q ;, C·u are.the:-sarrie· as· .. those. for th.e 
: . ·. . . - . . . . 

. · ..... ·; 

importer case in figure l.. ~n figure 2. sdis the domestic supply function, s, isihe import supply 
' • I • ,, ·, .' • ·, • , ' 

·: ~· : ' 
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function relative to the origin at C1, and there is no demand function because cohsumptionis fixed 

Figure 2:"Equivalent" Import Subsidy and total consumption Subsidy for a Large Country 
Importer 

Domestic 
Price 

I 
I 
I ----t-----

Ic I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

M 

ROW 
Price 

Note: The effects of a subsidy on domestic production;. rather than. imports, can be seen by switching the roles of Sm 
and Sd: 

In figure 2, under an across-the-board consumption subsidy of Tc, the equilibrium is defined 

by the intersection ofS"' and Sdat point b, domestic production is Q1, imports are M 1, government 
' 

expenditures·are Tc x C1 (area PPdePc), and the welfare effects are those shown in figure·l. A per 

unit import subsidy of T"' yields the same benefit to consumers as the consumption subsidy Tc. 

Under the import subsidy policy, the domestic producer price equals the domestic consumer price 

P c• producer surplus falls (by area Pp bcPc), domestic production declines to Q2, and imports increase 

to M2 = C1 - Q2 as the import price rises to P111• The import subsidy results in governrnent 

.. 
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. . 

. . dl'ture's• ofT Xu· (area·eca·P·) .·r·f·' a·s ·l'n c·. onv·en'tl'o·nal ana. lyses·, th. ere is .. 'n··o·mar. gi'nal exc.ess expen •· . . m .· 2 , ·· . , • . . 

. - ~- . . . . . . ·. 

tax burden(o = 0), moving from a cmisumption subsidy to an Trrtport S':!bsidy reduces domestic. .··· 
. . . . - . . 

surplus by the shaded area dbcaP111 in figure 2, and the consumption subsidy is clearly preferred. 
. ,.· . .· . . . ·::: . .· . ·. 

' . . .. . . 

However, if the marginal excess burden oftaxation is positive (0 > 0), the differences in subsidy 

expenditures betWeen the two polici~s imply further difierentes in soci~ CQStthat must be taken into 

account 

Under the consumption subsidy policy the excess burden of taxati~n is oTc C1, .under the 
. . 

. ' . 

import ~ubsidy policy the excess burden oftaxation isoT"'M2 (or oTm [C1 -:-Q2]), and the difference 

.·is o[(Tm _:_ Tc)C,- Till Q2]· .Fora SIIlall COUntry, this difference will.al~ays be negative (as T,, =Tc),, . 
' 

- . . . . . . . 

. and an import subsidy ~11 mvolve a lower excess burden than~ consumption subsidy .. For a iarge 

country, becauseTmmustbegreaterthan Tc, this difference may be negative or positl~e depending • 

oil whether government expenditures on subsidies are ~maHer or greater under the imJ)ort subsidy. 

In a common scenario, with a relatively 'elastic import supply andonlya ·modest fraction· of 

consumption imported, government outlays will be much less when an import subsidy is used. In 
. . : .· ·. ;' :_ . . 

these circutnstances, the all~or:.nothing .choice between Cl11 import sub~idy and a consumption subsidy 
. ·. . . ·. .· ·. . _.· . . . 

fu,en depends on the relative sizes :of the two components of deadweight costs-.· the additional cost 
. . 

. of distortions in domestic production due to the import subsidy versus the cosrof distortio~s in other 
. . - . ; ' 

markets due to greater budget outlays l..Ulder the consumption subsidy~ Thus, when deadweight costs 

of taxation are positive, an all ~or~nothi~g choice between an iinport subsidy and a pure consumptimi ' 
' • • • , ' , '• ' ' ' ~ ' ' •" • • ~; • • • I • • • • 

subsidy as the means of transferring .income to consumers may favor the selection ~fan import 

, .. subsidy policy. '"!: 
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An even more efficient policy option than either a pure consumption subsidy or apure import 

subsidy may be some combination of subsidies on consumption and imports (subsidizing domestic 

production and imports at different rates).5 A more general analysis would allowfor the joint 

determination ofthe amount transferred and the transfer instruments .. In addition, the optimal 

settings of these instruments may be affected by international food aid, iii ways that may depend on 

whether the food aid is given to the recipient country's government for subsequent resaleto 

consumers, orgiven directly to the consumers themselves, We use a political-economy model to 

explore these issues. 

3. A Poli.tical Economy Model 

Inthe political-economy model, the governmentisassumed to take accountofthewelfare ofthree 

interest . groups in forming its food policy: food consumers, food producers, and taxpayers. 

Consumer welfare and producer welfare are measured by . consumer surplus ( CS) and producer 
, . • - . . - . - I , 

surplus (PS). The change in economic surplus associated with raising taxes is defined as 

flTS = -(1 + o)flTC, where flTC is equalto the change in government spending or treasury cost, and 

o is the marginal excess burden of raising taxes, so that 1 + o is the marginal opportunity cost to the 

government of a dollar ofgoyernment spending.6 Thus, the government maximizes the weighted 

5 Recently, in the explicit context of the efficient redistribution hypothesis, Bullock (1995) has shown that if 
several interest groups are involved, an optimal set of policies for the redistribution of income will typically involve 
more than one policy instrument. Much earlier, Theil argued that the achievement of n polic:y targets would req\}ire 
n ~ 1 policy instruments. · 

6 Herewe treat o as being fixed, exogenously. While this may be reasonable as an approximation, in some 
countries cheap-food policies may be important enough to have some effect on the social cost ofgeneral revenue 
measures to finance food subsidies. Chambers (1995) provides a general equilibrium treatment in which o is 
endogenous. 

.. 
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sum of consumer welfare, producer welfare and taxpayer welfare, but weights consumer welfare 

more heavily than producer welfare. Bence its objective is to maximize 

(I) w ecs + PS ·~ YO + o)Tc. 

In equation (1), producer surplus is the npmeraire, with a weight of one. The weight on taxpayer 
. ' 

surplus (y) maybe greateror less than one, butfor most of what follows, for simplicity, we assume 
. ' ' ' ' 

equal weights on producer and taxpayer surplus( y = 1 V The weight placed on consumer welfare . 

(8) is greater than one (and greater than y) to engender consumer subsidies. 

Consumer surplus ( CS) is defined as the area beneath the demand GUrve less total 

expenditUres on food: 

cs = ic D(u)du ~ P(C -F), 
0 c . 1 

where Cis consumption, Pc is the domestic consumer price, Pc = D(C) is the domestic inverse 

demand function, and F 1 is the amount of free "food aid" food given away to consumers .. Thus total 

. - ,• . . 

consumer food expenditures are PcCC- F1). Producer surplus (PS) is defined as the area beneath the 

producer price line and above the supply curve: 

PS = P Q ~ ·iQ S(v) dv, 
p 0 ' 

7 Fixing y ,; I simplifies the algebra .. To evaluate the effects of y * 1, loosely, using the results in the text we 
can reinterpret the term 1 + o as representing the combineq effects ofdeadweight costs oftaxation different from o 
and a taxpayer welfare weight different from one; 
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' . . . ' 

where Q is domestic output, PP is the domestic producer price, and PP = S(Q)is the domestic inverse 

supply curve. Thetreasury cost of food subsidies (TC)is 

TC (P - P )Q + (P - P .)M - P F , 
p c m c.·· c2 

where Mis total commercial imports (i;e., excluding food aid), Pm is the world price, and F2 is 

the amount of ''food-aid" food donated to the goverriment for resale to consl.lmers. The term 

(PP ~ PJQrepresents subsidies on the consumption of domestic output, while the term (Pm ~ PJM 

. represents subsidies on imports. Only when PP ~ P c = P m ~ P c does the country provide· a uniform 

consumption subsidy. The term PcF2 represents treasury income from the sale of donated food, 

presuming the government is free to sell donated food at market prices. 

In the following analysis, it is useful to assume either that all food aid ·is donated to 

consumers at zero cost (Model I) or that itisall given tothe government for resale to domestic 

consumers (Model.II). Thus,·total food aid{F) equals either F1 orF2 • These assumptions leadto 

alternative specifications of the government's objective function. 

Model 1: Aid Goes to Consumers (F = F1) 

First, consider optimal policy mixes when food.:.aid food is provided to consumers at zero cost 

(Model I).8 The objective function is 

. 8 Here the quantity of food aid is assumed to be exogenous to government policy. This may not always be the 
case, as aidis often tied to political considerations. Kheralla.etal., forexample, have argue,dthat aid is affected I:>Y 
indicators of economic performance such as the economy's growth rate. However, for the purposes at hand, in 
which we investigate the determinants of commodity-specific policies, the exogeneity assumption isusef11L 
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Maximize: W = att D(u) du - P ,(C- F) h P,Q - foQ $(v) dv 

""_ci _+ O)l(.PP .-: P)Q + (Pm:: P)Mj. 

SubjeCt to: C = Q +M +F: 

. . . 

1l 

Given the market clearing constrail\t that C = Q + M + F, the objective function in Model I is · 

optimized Withrespect to only nvo 'ofthe three choice variablesi(c, Q, and M), . Optimi~ng M~del .· 

I with respect to· C and Q implies a set of specific choices· for c()nsumer, producer, and import prices .. 

These price choices identifythe domestic and trade, subsidy, atld tax policies for the conim.~dity 

(Chambers 1992; Alston, Carter~ and Smith 1993) .. 

Differentia,ting the objectivefw1ction with respect to Qand C yields:9 _· · · 

and 

(3} BWI ac = PJ(l +O)[rr"'" (l -f)] +8 ci -j) J (1/TJ) - Pm (1+ o)(l+'l/ ej = o, 

where f = FIC is the fr~ction o~ tot.al d()mestic food consumption satisfied by fo'od aiel, e is the own

price elasticity of domestic supply, em is the own-price elasticity .of import supply, and TJ is the 
. . . . 

absolute vallfe.oftll~. own-price .elasticity· of domestic .de~and. Equations ·f2) and. C3) yield the 

following expressions for relativ.e. price ratios among PP, P c• and Pm: 

. ~·· .. ·' 

·-.·-~The results are obtained by recognizing that; from the market-clearing constraint, dC/dM:==l, _and dQ!qM;: :'-1.. . ... . - . . . 
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. . ·. . .·. 

(4) 
p (l+ a) [ 1 + ct't:~ ) 1 -
·p -·. ,_ .. - . . -m._ 

P 1 + O[l +(1/e)] 
:·m 

{5)-
p 

11.( 1 + o) + [ ~- ,.. o + on c 1 --::f) 

. 11[ 1 + o (1 + ( lie) ] j 
c 

·and· 

(6) 
P m -•- 11( 1 +o) +[8 - (1 + o)](i -f) 
p =. . 110 ~ o)[l+ (1/e-)] - . 
_ c· ..... - ._... _. m 

These r~sults imply: (a) if PP I Pc > 1 ( < 1 ), c-onsumption of domestic prod~ctis being subsidized 

_ (truced);(b} if P~n!Pc>l (< 1), import consumption is being subs~dized (tiD{ed};10 (c}if P/P~,=l, 

· the subsidies on domestic production rutd importsare equal; cilid (d) if PPIP";> l, hnports are subject 

.. .."_-:. ~ . . . ·~ . . 

. · __ -, ·_.-.· 

. .•. ·: .. 1_·. 

. · ... ·: 

-to a tariff relative to domestic production (or d9m~stic .production is subsidized. r~lative to Imports), -•- -
: . .. ,, . . . . . ; ' 

.· ·. . .. · . ·. . <. 

. but:ifP pIp m < J~d()mesticproductio~is taxed relative to imports. I I ·. ' . 

. Some special C(lses provide us~ful insights about the implications of the model. ·_ First, -

- cons~derthe standard case in which consumer welfar~,. pro~ucer···welfare,. and taxpayer.' costs a're:--- , .. -... 

- . weighted equally in thegovemment's objective ftmction; thatl.s, H·= l.and o = 0. Fro1n eql¥ttio~ 

. (4)thiough (6),it follows that.Pp.= PC; andPp!Pm =Pc/Pm ~ 1 +1/eni• This is the standard resultthat ._· 

-welfar~ is maximized when domestic producers ~d consumers face- the> same price, and.anoptimal __ .·- ·.· 

. ''·o• 

10 Notice that a pure impo~subsidy, as ass~med by HGJH, requires Pfi/Pc = l.~sweiL I~ equatio~(S); this_· 
requires cS = 0 and a.= 1, which would rule out consumer subsidil~s altogether. -- - · 

11 _ The required .subsidies, domestic. taxes, and tariffs could. be implemented' expliCitly; by.~. c~un~' s~ex~ise -an~i' 
·.· ihtemalrevenue services or implicitly thrpugh, say, the operations ofparastatal m.arketing entities.·· · 

.. 

.'<'. 

,. i-

'. '" . ., 

~ 

. ,-,.. 
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. . . . . . 

·. tariff of 1/~,; is levied Oil impo,rts. Now suppose consumerwelfareisweighted lt10re heavily thari 
. i .. . .·' 
! 

producer welfare ('6 > 1),.but 5 =0. Fr()m equations (4)-(6), . 
p 

' p '1 1 + _ .. 
e ·p 

in m 

p 
I + (6 - 1 )( 1 -[}/TJ .m = 

p ·~ + ( 1/e ) . 
c m 

and 

p 
p - 1 + c6 - 1)( 1 ~.f) I'll~· 

p 
c -: .. •. 

In this case, if the importing country is ''large" andhas monopsony power in trade (e, < oo), an 

optimal tariff of lie,, is levied on. imports relative to domesti<; production. However, regardless of 

whether the cotintry has market power in international markets; PP > Pc and domestic consumption 

is subsidiz~d ~elative to domestic production because consumers are relatively influential (6 > ·1) and . . . . . 
(, . . · 

food aid does not 'iOnstitute all of domestic consumption if< l). In the small-country case (em = 00 ), 

when o = 0, producer and import prices are equal (PP = P,,) and the optimal policy is a pure 

consumption subsidy. 
. - . - - .. 

For a large: coimtry (em < oo ), even when o = 0, an import tariff is optimal. The optimal tax 

·rule is reflected ~y a distortion: in the ratio of the producer to import.price (PP IPm), which is 

independent of the. degree of preference for consumer welfare represented by 6. Conversely, the rate 

ofconsumer subsidy relative to producers is independ~nt of the elasticity.of supply of imports: the 

price ratio (Pc/PP) is the same for ~mall and large countries alike. Combining these two effects, 

domestic consumption is subsidized relative to imports (Pc < P"') only if 1/ em .<; (6 - 1 )(1.-f)/fl. As 

:- · .. 
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. noted above, when the country is small (em= oo)and e > 1, this condition will always be·satisfied. 

Whenthe country is large, however, the government's preference for consumer welfare must be . 

sufficiently large to offset its preference for tariff revenues. Clearly, as the government's preference 

for consumer welfare increases (and 8 increases), the import tariff it· charges declines. Nevertheless, 

in the large-country case, the domestic production subsidy will be larger than the import subsidy (as 

imports are taxed relative to the domestic producer price). Hence, in summary, when o = .o, it 

follows that PP > P,., PP > Pc, and Pc~ Pm. 

This special case also provides a useful insight about the role offoodaid in determining 

optimal domestic and trade polices. When the share of consumption provided as food aid (f) 

increases, the subsidy provided to consumers on domestic output declines (P PIP c declines). There 

is a common-"sense economic explanation for this result. As food aid in the form of free food to 

consumers increases (that is,fincreases), at any given level of Pc, consumer surplus is increased 

because total consumer expenditures on the commodity decline, as free food is substituted for 

purchased food. The government's optimal policy is then to redistribute some of the initial increase 

in consumer welfare resulting from the free food to other groups. In this speciaLcase, in both the 

sman-country and large-country scenarios, taxpayers are the beneficiaries of the transfers as 

subsidies on domestic production and imports decline. 

In the small-country case, producer welfare is unaffected as the producer price remains equal 

to the import price, which itselfremains unchanged as imports are displaced by food aid because em 

is infinite. In the large-country case, producer welfare declines. Assuming a constant import supply 

elasticity, it is optimal for the country to levy a constant proportional· import tariff relative to · 

domestic production[from equation (4), PP= (1 + llem)Pm]. However, the increase in free food aid 
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displaces. some imports and therefore reduces both the import price and the doxnestic ·producer price. 

These large-country effects of food aid on producer welfare are captured in the simulation results 

presented below .. 

Now consider the more general case described by equations ( 4 )-( 6), where o> 0 and 8 > 1. 

Equation (4) demonstrates that .the ratio of PP to P111 is not affectedby the government's intensity of 

preferences for consumers, as 8 does not appear in this· expression. Indeed, P PI P111 is determined 

uniquely by the deadweight costs of taxation (o), and domestic ahd import supply elasticities ( e and 

elll). From equation(4), if(l + o)/o> en,le, then Pp exceedsPIII and imports are subject to a tariff 

relative to domestic output. If the country is small (em= oo), this result impliesthat PP < P111 ; that is, 

domestic production will be taxed relative to imports. The reason is straightforward. Given equal 

weights on the welfare of producers and taxpayers, a dollar of tr~asury costs counts for more than 

a dollar of domestic producer surplus, and a (Ramsey-type) tax on domestic output is optimal. 

Moreover, as o increases, the size of the tax also increases so thatPP falls relative to P 111• 12 

The ratio of the producer price to the consumer price (PpiPc) depends on 8, o,f, e, and 'll· 

. From equation (5), pp >PC if [8 _.,.. (1 +o)](l-f)> ole. Thus, domestic output is subsidized only 

if the government prefers consumers to taxpayers by a sufficiently large amount; that is, 8 must be 

greater than (1 + o) and by more than ol[(l ·~ f)e ]. If consumer welfare and taxpayer costs are 

weighted equally(8 = 1 + o), producers will be taxed relative to consumers, since ole is strictly 

positive. Note also that, asf(food aid) incr~ases, the ratio of PP to Pc falls .. Again, this result is 

obtained because, asfincn!ases, consumer surplus rises and the government's optimal response is 

12 From equation (4), a(Pp/Pm)lao = -(1/e)(l + 1/em)/r, wherer = 1 + o(l + 1/e). This derivative is clearly 
negative, as e, em, and r are positive. 
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. . .. ·.to transfer some of the benefits of increased aid to taxpayers (through lower co~sumer subsidies) and . 

. ·to producers(thtoughhigher producer prices). 
. . . . 

The ratio of the import price to the domestic consumer price (PnJP c)depe~ds on 8, o, 11, e,m, 

·.·• andf Fro~ equati~n(6), Pm > Pc ifTt(l +J/e,;,) < [~ -(1+ o)](l ~f). Thus, imports are subsidized 

. · orily if consumer welfare is weighted more heavily than.treasury ~osts in the .govei'Ill'hen:t' s objective 

· furtction{fl > 1 + o)~ Even then~ there is no guarantee that domestic consumption ofilnports wilFbe 

· subsidized, 'although this becomes more likely' as ·domestic demand becomes rnore inelastic ( 11 · ·•··· 
. . . .· .. ..· · .... 

. . . 

. . decreases}and the supply of imports becomes more el~stic (em increases). In addition, as foodaid " . . . · . 

. becomes a larger proportion of domestic consumption, the likelihood that food imports will.be 

subsidized declines.. This occurs because, as noted above, the government becomes less willing to 

.. subsidize consumption at the margin (via subsidies Oii imports and domestic output). 
' . . . . . 

An interesting question. concerns the circumstances under which it is optimal for a coutitrY 

... to iniplement a pure import subsidy program, so thatPP·< Pm (imports aresubsidized}andP)=Pc. · .. 
. . ' ·. . . 

The first condition, Pp< P ,;., requires (1 + o)/o < e,;,le, or equivalently, {I" +-o)le111 <ole: This 

•. condition is satisfied if the country is small (em =o?) ando> 0, which is the case modeledby HGJHO .. 
. . .. 

: . ·'. .· .. ·, ... ' 

. However,unless 8 = 1 and o = O(which would mean no consumer subsidies), the ~econd condition;· ·.· · 

PP ~ Pc, will be met only by happenstance; PP = Pc if and onlyif [8 ~ (l + o)](l -/)= 011/e. Thus~ 
. : : ... .. . . . . 

. even in the small-country case, it is unlikely that the optimal policy will be a pure impoh· subsidy.· 
.. :· . .. . . . .. ·. . .·. .· ·. 

. If, as ncited above, 8 is sufficiently large and o > 0, a small country Will subsidize domestic 

consumption relative to both imports and domestic production, but at different rates .. It is quite' 
. :· . . . . . .. . 

· possible, howe~er, that domestic production will be taked relative to doin~stic consumption .. 

·~ ,· . . 

.. 
·: .... 
'. ·=:. ~ 
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Model II: Aid Goes to the Government {F::::; F2) 

The. effect of food aid on incentives for the recipient country's agricultural sector has been a 

controversial issue; The above results indicate that when food aid takes the form of free food to 

consumers, an increase in food aid will not always cause producer prices to fall. Often, however, 

food aid·is donated to the recipient country's government which is free to sell the food to domestic 

consumers. This situation is represented in Model II in which the government's objective function 

is 

Subjectto: C = Q + M +F. 

As with Model I, thegovernment's optimal policies are reflected in its optimal choices of PP, Pc, and 

P m· The optimal values for these prices are identified by differentiating the objective function for 

Model II withrespect to Q and C (again recognizing that when the quantity of food aid is exogenous, 

the choices of Q and C also determine Mbecause C::::; Q + F + M). The first-order conditions for the 

solution of Model II are as follows: 

and 

(8) BWIBC = PJO + o)(l "'liT))+ 8!T]j-- Pm(l + o)ll + 1/emJ = 0. 
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Notice that the quantity of food aid (represented by F or f above) does not appear in these 

expressions and plays no direct role in determining optimal subsidy policies. From equations (7) 

and (8), the following expressions are obtained for relative price ratios among PP, Pc, and Pm: 

(9) 
(1 + i\+ + e~ l (;J l+i\(1+ :] 

(10) [;J = 

~(l+i\)(l<l 
8 + (1 + o)(Tl -1) 

and 

(11) 
e +(1+o)(Tl-1) 

The effects of the different mechanisms for providing aid can be identified by subtracting the 

optimal price ratios obtained under Model II from those obtained under Model I: 

(12) 

(13) 

( ;J- [ ;:] 0, 

( :J ( ::) " -~~----(1-8+-:-) (-r-ll-:-0-=: ~ 
e 

m 

" 
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and 

(14) 
1 e - c 1 + o) 

1 
TJ1+o 1+

e 
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First, note that iff= 0, then there is no difference in the optimal policy choices across the two 

models. Second, also note that if consumers and taxpayers receive equaL weights in the 

government's objec;tive function (8 = 1 + o), then there is also no difference in the optimal policy 

choices across the two models as the preferences do. not differentiate betwee11 consumers and 

taxpayers. Third, note that the relationship between the domestic producer price (Pp) and the world 

price (P m) is independent of the way in which food aid is provided [equation (12)]. The degree to 

which imports are subject to a tariff or subsidy relative to domestic production depends only on the 

supply elasticities and the deadweight cost of taxes and these are invariant to the mechanism for 

providing food aid. 

This is not the case with respect to consumer subsidies either in relation to imports or 

domestic production. From equations (13) and (14), it follows that if the government places a 

greater weight on consumer welfare than.tax revenues (8 > 1 + o) and receives food aid if> 0), then 

(P m!Pc)n > Pm !Pc, and (PplPcj1 >~I~. Consumption of both imports and domestic production are 

more heavily subsidized (or are less taxed) when taxpayers receive the initial benefits from food aid. 

This makes sense. As we noted above, when consumers receive more free food the government may 

reallocate some oftheincrease in the country's net wealth toward taxpayers and producers. When 

the initial incidence of the wealth increase is on taxpayers, the government may reallocate some of 
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the wealthincrease to consumers thr~mghlarger subsidies (orlowertaxes) on domestic production ··. 

- and import~ . 

. The ~hove results indicate that observed. consumer food ~t1bsidies will be larger when the 

_.treasury is the initial beneficiary offood'aid. This does not mean that consumers are better.offifthe 
•• ••• • • '· • .. • • • J ·_ ·._ •• '· •• ' : ' '· •••• ·:., 

governme~tis permitted to sell food-'aid fc>odto doniestic consumers, though it. doesimply, at least .. -···· 

in the small-country case, that food consumption will be larger. This resultis ~btained. in the sinall-
. ' . .. . . . .· . ' ' 

. country case because p m is exogenous and, froni ~quation (13 ), the ~ati~ of p ~. ~0 PC is larger when 

·· the governmentsells food~aidfoodratherthan being required to give jt to·consumers for free. Thus,' 
. . . 

P c must be lower and domestic consumption higher when international food-:-ai~ffood is s()ld by the . . 

·government. Whether cohsuiner welfare is higher-when 'the government markets food;.:aid food is . __ _ 

another matter. Food md distributed freely to consumers may mean 'higher market prices but, quite 
. ' . ~ .. 

·. ·possibly, a lower fo.od bill because some df the food is freely ayailable to corislimers. ·_ 

4. Simulation Models 

· • ·.The models pr~sented above ptovide several interesting insights about the structure of ·optimal food · 

subsidy policies and the impacts offhod aid on those policies~ However, they .do not show whether. 

the form. that food aid takes impacts the ~ize of the effect on aggregate welf~e and its distribution · 

'among domestic consumers, domestic producers~ and taxpayers~. To-addfess these questions, a-· 

. simple simulation model is constrUcted in which domestic demand, domestic supply~ and import 

supply are assumed to be linear functions of price. The model is used to derive some comparative ... 

static ~:esults,~and some numerical-simulations using particUlar values for parameters .. 'rhe-<ietails ·_:. ·. 
.·. . ' . ·. .' .· . . . 

of the structure of the model and some comparative static results are presented in the appendix. ·It .• 

·.'·· 

·.' .····:· 

·. ' ·' 
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is important to note that the results we conditioned by the assumed linear functional forms as well 

as the particular parameter values. 

The most important unresolved questionsconcem the distributional impacts of the different 

forms of food aid. The assumption of linear supply and demand equations yields several analytical 

results. First, consumer surplus must increase when food aid is given to either consumers or the 

government. For this to be true, consumption must increase when the food aid is given to the 

government, but it may fall when the food aid is given to consumers directly. The provision of food 

aid may lead to a fall in the consumer subsidy rate (when the food aid is given to consumers) or it 

may not (when the food aid is given to the government). As noted above, producers lose as a result 

of the provision of food aid ina large ~ountry, but. not in a small country. Inthe large-country case, 

producer losses are greater when food aid is given to consumers rather than the government. These 

results are reflected in the simulations described below, along with additional results on total welfare 

and its distribution. 

Model parameters are as follows. At the initial equilibrium, domestic consumption is set 

equal to 100 units. Imports are 20 percent and domestic production is 80 percent of domestic 

consumption. Finally, price elasticities for domestic demand anddomestic supply are set equal to 

-0.5 and 1 for the initial levels qf consumption and output, and the domestic consumption price 

equals 100. The effects of each type of food aid are examined for both a small country and a large 

country. In the large-country case, at the initial (pre food-aid) equilibrium the import supply price 

elasticity is assumed to be 10. In both cases, the amount of food aid is equal to five percent of the 

initial consumption level (five units of food). Also, in both cases, . four different model 

parameterizations are investigated, ·involving different combinations of the marginal cost of 
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. ' . . .. · ·. : .· .·. . ·.. . -_ . .--

governtnent.Spendin~(l+ o) and the weight for consumer welfare relative to taxpay~r and domestic .. ·. 
. . . . 

- . . ·. . . . : . . 

producer welfare (8), namely: (a) 8 = l.Oand 1 + o = 1.0, (b) 8 = 1.1 ~dJ +o = 1.0, (c) 8 = LJ and . 
. · . . . ' . . . . . . .· . . . 

. . . - . .· : -·· . . . 

. 1 + o=l.05, arid (d) e = 1.3 and 1 + o = 1.20, In each scenario, the weight on subsjdyexpenditure's • · .!. 

(1 + o) is lessthan or equal to the weight on consumer welfare, but not by too much,13 ' 

· · . Simulation results for the ·smalJ:-country case are presented jn table 1, whlle the large-c~untry · · 
- . . : . ., . . _ .. · . . _-:·' . .'_ . -·. :· : ·. ·_ 

results are found in table 2. In each table, the effects of introducing the different fomis of foodaid 

in an economy with no .d._istortions can be seen In the first set of three columns; 'With econoiriic 
. . . . . 

· surpluses in the first four ·rows and price ratios, which can be interpreted as tax/subsidy · 

. combinations, in the last two rows. The effects of iritroducing:political preferences that favor 

consumers are shown in the next set of three columns, and the effects of adding· deadweight losses· 
' . . . : 

from taxation in the subsequent set of three columhs. The last three columns show tesults with · .. 

. larger weight~ on both governnient spending and consumer welfare. 14 ·. 

The main qualitative difference betWeen the large:. ands~all.,.country cases (as noted in 
-.· . .. •' . ·' . ' .· ·-

s~ctioii 3 and ~e appendix) concerns producer welfare. which, regardless of the fomi of aid, is . 
. . . . : ' . ' 

expected to fall in the large,-country case, but·not in the small-country case. The simulations .provide· • 

the additional result that, as would be expected, total domestic welfare increases with increases in ' 
. . .. ·. . . .· . . ·.. . ' 

either form of aid. Interestingly, the provision of food aid worth 500 (at the· prices that would . 

13Recall that if 8 is less than 1 +a, then consumer welfare is weighted less heavily than taxpayer welfare 
and consumers may be taxed relative to both domestic producers and importers. As a result, the country's 
optimal. policy would not include food subsidies in the first place; · Th.e sec.ond-order sufficient condi!iohs require 
e < 2(1 + 5). Hence, the parameters must satisfy (1 + 5} < e < 2(1 + 5). But our requirement for reasonable values · .· 
for food subsidies requires even narrower bounds,. · · · · . · · ·· ·· 

.. . . .. . . 
- . . 

14 These· outcom~s are all consistent with the theoretical results presented above and, in particular, equations 
(12) through (14) whichshow the differential effects of the twomechanism~ for providing food aid on relative . .· .. :• 

.. ; . . .. .· ·t. . . 

prices. 

. ·~ 

',. 'W 
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maximize unweighted welfare) increases welfare by more than 500 in every instance, indicating that 

the adjustments in response to the food aid lead to a reduction in some domestic distortions (perhaps 

simply deadweight losses fromtaxation)Y In the small-country case, the benefits from food aid 

provided to the government are all taxpayer benefits; the linear objective function means there is no 

shifting of incidence to consumers or producers in this instance. In the large-country case there was 

some shifting of incidence with gains to consumers financed partially by losses to producers. 

The quantitative distribution of benefits differs to some,degree between the two forms of aid 

and in response to changes in other parameters in intuitively plausible ways. In summary, 

consumers preferfoodaid to be given to them rather than the government, even though they may 

end up consuming Jess food. Taxpayers prefer food aid to be given to the government rather than 

consumers. Only inthe.large-country case do both consumers·andtaxpayers benefit from food aid, 

regardless of the form in which it is given. Producers are unaffected by food aid in the small-country 

case, and prefer the aid to be given to the government in the large-:country case, since their losses 

are smaller than when the aid is given to consumers. National benefits from food aid differ, 

depending on the form of aid in interaction with other parameters {that determine the policy settings) 

in ways that are not completely understood. 

5. Conclusion 

Cheap-food policies are cominon and economically important in many less-developed 

countries; .Conventional analysis may suggest that the least-costcheap-food policy would be a pure 

' 5 Taxpayer and total surplus would change, even without any change in policy, since taxpayer surplus is given 
by (1 + o) times subsidy expenditure. 
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consumption subsidy, financed by an efficient general tax policy. As suggested by the arguments 

of Moschini and Sckokai, if we can separate the financing and spending decisions, ad hoc trade

distorting policies would be undesirable income transfer mechanisms: a lump-sum ta.X to finance 

consumption subsidies would avoid distortions in trade while not involving any distortions in other 

markets. Indeed, if lump,-sum taxes were available,they would be a relatively efficientsourceof · 

funds for all types ofpublic goods; the next-best alternative may be a uniform tax on all goods or 

a set ofRamsey-:-type. taxes. 

On the other hand, arealistic assessment ofpolicies oughtto recognize thatlump.:sumtaxes 

are not available and the so-called efficient taxes are not being used as general revenue measures .. 

Thus it may be possible,· in a "third;.. best" world, to do better than the "second-best" policy 

prescription (consumer subsidies from general revenues) which ignores the.possibility that, at the 

margin, a tax on the cmnmoditymarketofinterestmay be alower-cost source of funds than general 

revenue measures. This possibility seems to be particularly likely ih the case of less.:developed 

countries where general revenue measures are relatively inefficient.·. Transfers through commodity .. 

markets arise because, in fact, lump-sum taxes are no more available than are lump-s:um transfers. 

Thus, actual policy choices may make more economic sense than a conventional theoretical . 

v_iewpoint would suggest. 

Our comparative static results show how the optimal policy mix is unlikely to involve a pure 

consumption subsidy, especially when the country has little capacity to affect world prices for the 

commodity. Our.exploration·ofthe effects of foreign aid on the country's·least-cost cheap-food 

policy also shows that the size and distribution of the benefits from food aid depend importantly on 
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the size of the country in trade, and whether the aid is given to consumers or the government in the 

first instance. 

In the small-country case, itis not optimal to distort producer prices relative to import prices, 

even when subsidizing consumers, unless there are deadweight costs of raising subsidy revenues 

elsewhere·in the economy, regardless ofwhether food aid is being provided. Hut even in this' case, 

the form of the aid determines how (indeed whether) the government subsidy policy should adapt 

to reoptimize the domestic distribution of welfare. Introducing deadweight losses from general 

revenue measures (i.e., o > 0) does not change the two key general results. Namely, when the 

country cannot affect world·prices, producers do not benefit (or lose) from international food aid 

regardless of the way in which it is given, and consumers can only benefit when the aid is given to 

them directly. In the large-country case, many of the small:-country results are retained once the role 

for optimal tariffs is recognized and understood. In reflection of the role of market power in trade 

in modifying the optimal domestic distortions, now producer and consumer welfare are affected by 

both forms of aid, but differentially. 
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Appendix:. 
A· Linear Model 

A.l. Algebra of the Model 
• 

Case I: Food Aid to Consumers 

• 
The supply and demand equations are given as follows: 

· Domestic Demand (D): Pc:::; d0 - dp; 

FoodBalance: C=Q+F+M::;>M::;C-F-Q. 

The rrieasuresofwelfare of different groups are given as follows: 

· Producers: 

Consumers: 

.Taxpayers: TS:::;(l +o)TC, where TCisthe government expenditure; 

Tax. Cost: 

+ mo(C-F- Q) + mlC -F :- Qf-d0(C -F- Q) + d1C(C -F- Q) 

:::; s0Q + s 1Q2 '-- d0Q+ d1CQ + m0C- m0 F-'- m0Q 
• 

+ m1C 2 + m1F 2 + m1Q2 + 2m1FQ- 2m1FC....:. 2m1CQ 
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We choose Q and C to maximize { W = 8CS + P S- ( l + o) TC} by setting: 

dW!dC = 8dCS!dC -(1 + o)dTC/dC = 0,. 

and 

dW/dQ = dPS!dQ- (1 + o)dTC/dQ = 0. 

The elements of these equations are: 

(A.1) dPS!dC= 0, dPS/dQ = s,Q; 

(A.2) dCS/dC = d1(C- F), dCS/dQ = 0; 

(A.3a) · dTC/dC = m0 - d0 + 2(d1 + m1)C- (2m 1 + d1)F- 2m1Q; 

(A.3b) dTC/dQ = s0 - m0 + 2(s1 + m1)Q + 2m1F- 2m1C. 

Substituting these elements into the first-order conditions above.yields: 
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(A.4) dW/dC = Bd,(C ~F)- (1 + o)[m0 '""" d0 + 2(d1 +m,)C- (2m1 + d,)F- 2m1Q]= 0 

=> 2m,Q+ Bd,C/(1 + o)- Bd,F/(1 +o) -m0 +d0 ~2(d1 +m1)C+{2m1 + d1)F= 0 

=> 2m1Q- [2(d1 + m1)- Bd/(1 + o)]C = m0 - d0 - [2m 1 + d1 - Bd/(1 + o)]F; 

(A.S) dW/dQ = s1Q- (1 + o)[s0 ~ m0 + 2(s1 + m1)Q+ 2m1F- 2m1C] =0 

=> - [2(s, + m,)- s/(1 + o)]Q +2m,C =So- mo + 2m,F. 

Equations (A.4) and(A.S) are ofthe form: 

(A.6) AQ- BC = H; 

(A.7) -KQ +LC = J,. 

where 

A= 2m,, . B = 2(d1 + m1}- Bd/(1 + o), H = m0 - d0 - [2m 1 + d 1 """"'Bd/(1 + o)]F; 

K = 2(s1 + m1) -s/(1 +o), L = 2m1 =A, J = s0 ;__ m0 + 2m1F. 

· The solutions for Qand Care given by solving (A.6) and (A.7): 
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(A.8) 

(A.9). 

· Q = (AH+ BJ)I(A2·~ Bf0; 

C = (AJ + KH)I(A2 - BK)~ 
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· These can be obtained by substituting the yalues for the slopes and intercepts of supply and demand, the 
• welfareweight (8), the deadweight lossparameter (o), and th~ amount of food aid (F) into the above 

·equations. 

Case IJ:·Food Aid to theGovernmf!nt 

In this case, the welfare maxiniization problem is: 

where. 

···Maximize: W' = BCS' +PS +(1 + o)TC', 

TC' = (Pp-P~:)Q,+(Pm-Pc)M.,-.PcF=TC-PcF 

= ~oQ+ s,Q 2 + moC:_moF ~m0Q + m1C 2 + m1F 2+m;Q2 

.. + 2m,FQ: 2rn1FC- 2mPQ .:__ d0C + d1 C 2 •... · .· 

The elements are: 

(A.l') . dPS/dC = 0, dPS/dQ = s1Q; 

(A.2') 

(A.3a') 

(AJb') 

(A.4') 

dCS'/dC = d1C, .·dCS/dQ= o; 
dTC' ldC = m0 - d0 +.2(d1 + m1)C ~.2in 1F,... 2m1Q; 

' •; ' ', ' . :' 'c . 

dTC;IdQ = s0 - m0 + 2(s1 + ~1)Q+ 2m1F .:_ 2m1C; 
- • • . • . • • • . • . i . • . 

. dW'IdC= Bdp..:(r+.o)[m0 -d0 +2(d1 +mj)C-2m1F-2m1Q]= 0 . 

. . . . . . 

. (AS') • · · 4WidQ = s,Q....:(l+o)[s0 -m0 + 2(s1 +m1)Q+ 2m1F~2m1C] = O~ 
. . . . . 

, . . ' . 

=> .:_ [2(si + m,) ~ s/(1 +o)]Q + 2m,C =So- mo + 2~!F. 
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These are again linear equations, now of the form: 

(A.6') AQ-BC = H'; 

(A.7') -KQ + LC =J, 

where H' = m0 - d0 - 2m 1F, and the other parameters are unchanged. Thus, 

(A.S') 

(A.9') 

Q' = (AH' + BJ) I (A 2 - BK); 

C' = (AJ + KH') I (A2 - BK). 

A.2. Comparative Statics of the Model Solution 

Case 1: Food Aid to Consumers 
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To examine the effects on the optimal solutions, and their economic welfare consequences, we differentiate 
with respect to the quantity of food aid given to consumers directly (FD as follows: 

(A.lO) 
aQ 

=---
2m 1 d1 

~ 0 as m 1 ~ 0, 
A 2 -BK 

where 

A 2 ~ BK = 4m 2 - ··[2··. d +2m ..,. Bd1 ] [2s +2m - -. s1 .·] < 0 · 
1· 1 I 1+0 I I 1+0 ' 

(A.ll) 

8d s 
4m 2 - d +2m - -····-1 2s +2m - - 1-· 

I · I I 1+0 I I 1+0 < 
_ ___:.___, ______ _.w.. ______ __._ > 0 if 8 > 1 + 0; 

A 2 -BK 

(A.12) 
acs ac 
- =p +d(C-F)-> 0, aF c 1 · 1 aF 

I I 

where 

aP 
d = c 0 

1 ac ' 

.. 

-• 



.. 

(A.13) 
oPS oQ 

0, oF
1

. 
= sQ- ~ 

1 oF 
1 

where 

oP p 
s = 

1 oQ 

Case II: Food Aid to the Government 

To examine the effects on the optimal solutions, and their economic welfare consequences, we differentiate 
with respect to the quantity of f9od aid given to the government for sale to consumers (F2) as follows: 

oQ 2m 1 d 1[2{l+O} -8]!(1 +O} 
~ 0, since 2. e < 1 + 0; 

oF A 2 -BK 2 
2 

(A.l4) 

(A.lS) 
oc 2m1 sj2(1 + 0)- 1 ]1{1 + 0} 

~ o· 
oF2 A 2 -BK ' 

(A.l6) 
ocs oc = dC- ~ 0, 
oF2 

1 · oF 
2 

where 

oP 
d = c 

1 ac ' 

(A.l7) oPs = s Q oQ ~ 0 . 
oF 1 oF ' 

2 2 

where 



Table 1. Welfare Implications of Food Aid Given to Consumers (F1) versus Government (F2) in a Small Country 

Consumer Welfare Weight (6) and Deadweight Loss from Taxation (o) 

6=1; o=o H=l.l;o=O 6=1.1; 6=0.05 6 = 1.3; 0 = 0.2 

0 F, Fz 0 F, Fz 0 F, Fz 0 F, Fz 

Changes in Economic Welfare: 

Consumer Surplus (CS) 10,000 10,500 10,000 12,346 12,617 12,346 11,025 11,425 11,025 11,901 12,216 11,901 

Producer Surplus (PS) 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 3,645 3,645 3,645 2,939 2,939 2,939 

Taxpayer Surplus (TS) 0 0 500 -2,469 -2,228 -1,969 -738 --631 -213 -1,205 -,973 --605 

Net Domestic Surplus (NS) 14,000 14,500 14,500 13,880 14,389 14,376 13,932 14,439 14,457 13,635 14,182 14,235 

Price Ratios: 

Pm/Pc 1.000 1.000 1:000 1.286 1.268 1.286 1.111 1.105 1.111 1.222 1.209 1.222 

PPIPC 1.000 ·1.000 1.000 1.286 1.268 1.286 : 1.061 1.055 1.061 L048 1.036 . 1.048 

Note: The columns denoted "0" refer to a situation with no food aid. 
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. ' . . . 

· Table 2~ Implications of Food Aid Given to Consumers (F1) versus Government (F2) in a Large Country 
(Import Supply Elasticity = 1 0) . . 

:, .·· 

Consumer Welfare Weight(6) and Deadweight L~ss from Taxation (ti) 

H=l; ti=O e = u· . . '· ti=O e = u; t> ,;;, o.o5 . a = u; t> = o.2 

0 F,_ Fz., (j F, Fl 'p 
1 . 

. . Changes in Economic Welfare: 

Consumer Surplus (CS) . 9,570 10,295 9,784 ·. 11,264 . ll,856 11,516 11,146 10,822 1~,378 10,329 10,983 10,579 

·Producer Surplus (PS) 4,355 4,.176 4,176 . 4,749 4,546 4,56~ 4,262 . 4;083 4,092 3,798 3,636 3,649· 

Taxpayer Surplus (TS) 103 74 .$85 -,-2,073 -:1,938 ~1,627 ~16 -'-394 61 --'"210 -177 .288 

. Net D~mestic Surplus (NS) 14,028 14,545 14,545 13,940. 14,463 14,454. 13,992 14,5fl 14,531 . l3,917 14,443 14,517 

Price Ratios: 
' : 

' '· 
pmjpc 0.93 0.94 o:94 1.134 1.140 .. 1.153 L005 .•• . 1.013 1.018 . 1.053 1.059 1.068 

. Pplf~ 1.00. 1.00 · t~oo 1;242 L236 L251 .L047 1.045' 1.051 L007 L003.· l.Ol3 

. Note:·. The columnsdenoted "0" ~efer.to·a ~ituatlon ~ith no food aid. .. . . . . . : . . 
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